detailed analysis of the effects of our four manipulations on the spatial frequency energy 173 spectrum and on the pixel-based similarity of our stimulus sets is provided in the online 174 supplementary materials. 175
The effects of the first three of these manipulations have been investigated separately 176 in pigeon picture perception studies (e.g., mosaicization : Huber, et appears not to have been used before. However, the manipulations have not been compared on 179 the same stimuli. In this study, the four manipulations were applied to the same stimuli and the 180 severity of degradation was systematically varied across several levels to examine how the 181 effect changed according to the manipulation level. 182
In all the experiments, we used cat and dog faces as stimuli, for two reasons. First, cat 183 and dog faces are perceptually similar categories, and it is difficult to give an instant description 184 of the distinguishing characteristics of these two categories. They are also allospecific in 185 context for both pigeons and humans (though it is unlikely that pigeons would relate the images 186 to real cats or dogs, while humans certainly do). Second, we had already conducted 187 experiments using these stimuli, and confirmed that pigeons show transfer to novel category 188 instances (Ghosh et al., 2004) , suggesting that the pictures contained category-diagnostic 189
features. 190
The first two experiments examined the effects of mosaicization and scrambling in 191 pigeons and humans respectively, and the final two experiments examined the effects of 192 morphing and cell exchange in the two species. As in the experiments of Ghosh et al. (2004) , 193 discrimination was established using a go/no-go procedure in pigeons: i.e. the subject wasrequired to respond to one category but not rewarded for making any response to the other. In 195 human experiments, the procedure was made as close as practicable to that used with pigeons. 
Subjects. 208
Twelve racing pigeons (Columba livia) obtained as discards from local fanciers were 209 used as subjects in this experiment. There were 3 naïve pigeons, 3 pigeons that had been used 210 in an unrelated experiment, and 6 pigeons that had been used in a previous experiment using the 211 same training stimuli but none of the generalization stimuli (Ghosh et al, 2004 , Experiment 2). 212
The pigeons were normally housed in two indoor aviaries, measuring 2.2 m by 3.4 m by 2.4 m. 213
Each aviary was equipped with pigeonholes in units of 16, and water and crushed oyster shells 214 were freely available. The pigeons were maintained on a 12:12 hr light/dark cycle, with 30-min 215 before and after the test sessions. Each bird was maintained at 85-93% of its free-feeding 217 weight throughout the experiment by the delivery of hemp and conditioner during the 218 experimental sessions and by supplements of mixed grain on non-testing days. 219 220
Apparatus. 221
Four identical three-key operant chambers, 69 cm by 49 cm by 39 cm, were used. 222
Each consisted of a plywood box, with a 3-key intelligence panel (Campden Instruments Ltd, 223
London), 33.5 cm by 35 cm, mounted centrally into the front wall. The three keys had a 224 diameter of 2.5 cm and were centered 10.5 cm apart and 24.0 cm above the grid floor of the 225 chamber. All three keys operated reed switches when struck with a force of 0.035 N. The two 226 side keys were translucent, and could be transilluminated by amber lamps. The center key was 227 transparent, and a shutter operated by a rotary solenoid was situated behind it so that viewing a 228 15-inch cathode ray tube monitor (HL-5854B, Hyundai), visible 15 cm behind the center key, 229 was prevented during the intertrial intervals. This monitor was controlled by a PC computer 230 (Pentium II 333MHz, Tiny), running a stimulus selection and display program written in 231 Borland Delphi, under the Windows 95 operating system. An aperture in the intelligence panel, 232 7.0 cm by 7.5 cm, was positioned 15cm below the center key, giving access to a 233 solenoid-operated food hopper attached to the outside of the box; the hopper contained a 1:2 234 mixture of hemp and conditioner. The availability of this food was signaled by a 1.0-W white 235 light within the hopper tray. General illumination was given by a 3.5-W yellow-lensed house 236 light situated 12 cm above the center key. Masking noise was generated by a ventilation fan and 237 also provided by white noise relayed via a 35-ohm loudspeaker mounted on the back of the Training stimuli were photographic images of 10 faces of dogs and 10 faces of cats, 251
shown full-face. These stimuli had been used in previous studies in our laboratory (Ghosh et al., 252 2004); they were originally scanned from magazines or books and their background was 253 removed and converted to plain black. The images were then converted to 8-bit bitmap (256 254 colors) format. All the images were 192 pixels square on the monitor including any border, and 255 subtended 22.5 degrees of visual angle square at the eye of a pigeon in typical pecking position. 256
There were 200 test stimuli, produced from the 20 training stimuli by manipulating each in two 257 different ways and at five different levels of distortion. For the mosaic manipulation, color was 258 averaged within tiles of size of 4, 8, 12, 16 and 24 pixels square so that fine detail was lost. For 259 the scrambling manipulation, the image was fragmented into equal size square tiles, 48, 32, 24,16 or 12 pixels square and then the tiles were randomly scrambled. The levels of the two 261 manipulations used were chosen as roughly matched in their effect on discriminability by 262 humans in pilot tests. Samples of these stimuli are shown in Figure 1 . 263
264
Procedure. 265
The pigeons that had experienced earlier experiments were not given any pretraining 266 in this experiment. For the other three pigeons, pecks to the center key were autoshaped by 267 repeatedly presenting food shortly after the shutter was opened to show the monitor with a plain 268 white screen. After the acquisition of center key pecking, a fixed interval (FI) schedule was 269 introduced and the value of the FI was gradually raised to 12 s. It was then followed by start 270 key training, in which pecking to the right side key (start key) was shaped when the start key 271
was illuminated to open the center shutter. The start key training was repeated for at least three 272 sessions to stabilize the birds" behavior. 273
The pigeons were then divided into two groups of 6 each. Half of the pigeons were 274 trained with cats as positive and dogs as negative stimuli (Cat+ group; three pigeons were naive 275 and the other three pigeons had previous experience of an unrelated experiment), and the 276 contingencies were reversed for the other half (Dog+ group; all the birds that had previous 277 experience of the stimuli were in this group since they had received Dog+ training previously). 278
The session started with 3 s of presentation of the food hopper followed by an intertrial interval. 279
Each trial began with a start key peck which opened the shutter to reveal a stimulus on the 280 monitor. Pecks to the center key were counted but not reinforced during the first 10 s of each 281 trial (fixed time; FT). Following the completion of the FT 10 s, pecks were reinforced by a 3 s estimates the probability that any positive stimulus is ranked above any negative stimulus, 294 using rates of pecking as the measurement. When discrimination is perfect, ρ is 1.0; when there 295 is no discrimination, it is 0.5. When a pigeon reached or exceeded a ρ value of 0.80 in each of 296 three consecutive sessions, training was ended and generalization tests were begun. 297
In the generalization tests, 200 test images were presented over five test sessions in 298 addition to the 20 training stimuli. These test images had never been shown to the subjects 299 statistical tests of the data in this paper were evaluated using an alpha level of 0.05). Although 317 the group factor was included as a between-subject factor in the subsequent analysis, all the 318 subsequent analyses showed no significant difference between the two groups. The data from 319 the two groups were therefore merged into one in preparing the figures shown below. 320 Table 1 Overall the relative response rates were higher under scrambling, especially for 342 negative stimuli (significant main effect of manipulation type, F 1,10 = 37.84; significant 343 interaction between manipulation and stimulus valence, F 4,40 = 36.10). Since the manipulations 344 tended to affect response rates to S-more than to S+, with an increment in response to S-as the 345 manipulation level increased but little change in response to S+, these effects imply that the 346 disruptive effect of scrambling was greater than that of mosaicization. Furthermore the pattern 347 of disruption as manipulation level increased was different for the two manipulations The results of tests with mosaic and scrambled forms of the training stimuli were 356 qualitatively consistent with previous work on picture perception in pigeons, which has shown 357 generalization with some decrement following both mosaicization (e.g., Troje et al., 1999) and 358 scrambling (e.g., Aust & Huber, 2001 ). In both manipulations, the changes of mean response 359 rates were largely confined to negative stimuli, as is commonly the case following go/no-go 360 discrimination training in pigeons. However, the patterns of generalization decrement were 361 different between the two manipulations. While response rates to negative stimuli increased in 362 an orderly way according to the level of mosaicization, the increase largely took the form of a 363 step function with scrambling. Discrimination was not completely lost, since significant 364 discrimination was seen at intermediate levels of scrambling. However, disruption of the 365 discrimination was severe even at the lowest level of scrambling, whereas effectively no 366 disruption was observed at the lowest level of mosaicization, though disruption increased 367 steadily after that point; at the highest levels of mosaicization, discrimination was at about the 368 same level as at the first level of scrambling. 369
In terms of pixel-based similarity, scrambling distorts our stimuli more than doesmosaicization (see Supplementary Materials). This difference predicts some of the gross 371 features of the generalization gradients shown in Figure 2 . In particular, it accounts for the 372 more severe degradation produced by scrambling 373
In terms of spatial frequencies, the spatial frequency ranges that can escape disruption 374 as a result of the mosaicization and scrambling manipulations are illustrated in Figure 3 . The 375 response to mosaicization shown in Figure 2 implies that there was no information critical to 376 the discrimination at spatial frequencies above around 24 cycles/picture, since the 377 discrimination was essentially unaffected by the removal of frequencies in that range. Removal 378 of frequencies in the range 24 down to 4 cycles/picture by increased levels of mosaicization 379 disrupted discrimination but did not eliminate it, suggesting that information at frequencies in 380 this range contributed to the discrimination. However, mosaicization also introduces spurious 381 high frequency information at tile boundaries, and this is known to cause some generalization 382 decrement in humans (Gordon & Field, 1978) . It is therefore more conservative to focus on the 383 evidence of sustained discrimination rather than the evidence of disruption, even though such 384
high frequency noise appears to be small in extent (see Supplementary Materials). Even on this 385 basis, however, we can draw the conclusion that the information at spatial frequencies below 4 386 cycles/picture (mosaicization level 5) was sufficient to maintain the discrimination. 387
Correspondingly, the response to scrambling demonstrates that spatial frequencies above 12 388 cycles/picture (scrambling level 4) are also sufficient to maintain the discrimination. Overall, 389 these results suggest that pigeons" discrimination of these pictorial stimuli is not a simple matter 390 of dependence on any one spatial frequency range rather than another. Both higher (above 12 391 cycles/picture) and lower (below 4 cycles/picture) spatial frequency information weresufficient to sustain the pigeons" discrimination of these pictures. However, the methodological and procedural differences between the human and pigeon tests 401 mean that his comparisons are hard to interpret. For example, discrimination was trained on a 402 go/no-go discrimination in pigeons, but it was trained on a binary choice task in humans. 403 Moreover, the stimuli were different in size for the two species, and this is crucial if the absolute 404 spatial frequencies involved are important (Goto, Wills & Lea, 2004) . In Experiment 1b, 405 therefore, we tested humans" responses to the same stimuli as presented to pigeons in 406 Experiment 1a, using a go/no-go discrimination procedure analogous to that used with pigeons 407 with stimuli that subtended the same visual angle as those used with the pigeons. Participants were tested in a single session of three blocks. The participants were 429 instructed to learn to press a key only when a category described as "N" appeared on the 430 monitor (the nature of the category was not specified in the instructions). For half the 431 participants, category "N" comprised the dog face images; for the other half it comprised the cat 432 face images. 433
The session started with a training block, during which the start of each trial was 434 signaled by presenting a small fixation cross for 500 ms, followed by the presentation of the 435 stimulus for 2 s. Participants were asked to press the "n" key on the computer keyboard if theythought the stimulus belonged to the category "N", and not to press anything if they thought the 437 stimulus did not belong to the category "N". The stimulus disappeared after 2 s regardless of 438 when or whether the participant made a response. When (and only when) the participants had 439 made at least one response to a category "N" stimulus, the offset of the stimulus was followed 440 by the feedback message "Correct", which was displayed for 500 ms. No feedback was given if 441 a participant failed to respond to a category "N" stimulus, and no feedback was given if a 442 participant incorrectly responded to a stimulus not in category "N". Therefore, the feedback 443 situation mirrored closely that of the pigeons in Experiment 1a. The presentation or omission 444 of feedback was followed by a 500-ms intertrial interval, and then the next trial was started. 445
The order of stimulus presentation was chosen randomly with the following constraints: each 446 training stimulus was presented only once in every 20 trials, and dogs (or cats) were presented 447 in no more than three consecutive trials. The training block continued for at least 20 trials, 448 during which all the training stimuli were exposed to the participant, and was then scheduled to 449 continue until either the participant had made 10 consecutive correct responses or had 450 completed 80 training trials in total. Following the training block, the two test blocks were 451 started after a break of a few seconds. 452
The procedure in the test blocks was the same as the training procedure except that no 453 feedback was given following the participant"s response. The 200 test stimuli used in 454 Experiment 1a were presented across two test blocks. During test blocks, no more than three 455 dogs (or cats) were presented consecutively. No training stimuli were presented during test 456 blocks. When the participant had completed 100 test trials, a further short break was given. 457
The second test block was started by the participant pressing a key. The procedure for thesecond test block was the same as the first test block. When the participant had completed the 459 other 100 trials, the session was ended by the message "Thank you for your participation". The impact of the two manipulations on the human participants did not exactly mirror 481 their impact on the pigeons in Experiment 1a. The pigeons showed a greater impact of 482 scrambling than mosaicization, but the humans showed, if anything, an opposite trend. Given 483 that, in terms of pixel-based image similarity, scrambling distorts these images more than 484 mosaicization, these results suggest that the humans were less affected than the pigeons by 485 simple pixel-by-pixel similarity. Nevertheless, for the humans, as for the pigeons, the effects of 486 mosaicization and scrambling imply that discrimination of these pictorial stimuli is not a simple 487 matter of dependence on one spatial frequency range rather than another. Both high and low 488 spatial frequency information were sufficient to sustain above chance performance to test 489 stimuli, and therefore played some part in the humans" discrimination of these pictures. 490
Information at spatial frequencies above around 16 cycles/picture (scrambling level 5) is 491 sufficient but not necessary to sustain some discrimination, and so is information at frequencies 492 below around 4 cycles/picture (mosaicization level 5). 493
A possible explanation of these results would be that relative to humans, pigeons are 494 more affected by the disruption of low spatial frequencies (through scrambling) than by the 495 disruption of high spatial frequencies (through mosaicization). However, an alternative 496 explanation is that pigeons may be particularly sensitive to the introduction of greater levels of 497 high-frequency noise in the scrambling manipulation than in the mosaicization manipulation. into the stimuli, and these will contribute some high frequency noise which is unlikely to occur 514 in morphing. There are also differences are in terms of the effects on pixel-based similarity. 515
Cell exchange produces a relatively gradual reduction in pixel-based image similarity, as 516 material from one stimulus is moved into the other while other material remains in its original 517 position. In morphing, however, everything is somewhat changed even at the lowest level of 518 manipulation, so the change in pixel-based similarity is more abrupt. A more detailed analysis 519 of the effects of morphing and cell exchange on our stimuli is provided in the Supplementary 520
Materials. 521
Method 523
Subjects. 524
Twelve racing pigeons obtained as discards from local fanciers were used as subjects 525 in this experiment. One pigeon was naïve and 11 had previously been used in an experiment 526 involving a go/no-go discrimination procedure. None had been used in Experiment 1a of the 527 present paper. Housing and maintenance were the same as in Experiment 1a. 528 529
Apparatus. 530
The apparatus consisted of the four identical three-key operant chambers used in 531 Experiment 1a. The setup of the boxes and the data collection system was the same as in 532 Experiment 1a. Each pigeon was assigned to a single test chamber for all stages of the 533 experiment. 534 535
Stimuli. 536
The training stimuli were digital photographic images of eight faces of cats and eight 537 faces of dogs. They were chosen from the stimuli used in Experiment 2 of Ghosh et al. (2004) , 538 selecting those whose size and color would be most suitable for producing test stimuli of the 539 kind to be used in the present experiment. All images were resized to fit into a 6.0-cm square in 540 order that the cell-exchange stimuli could be readily produced. Stimuli were presented at a size 541 of 20.0 degrees square visual angle on the monitor. In addition to the 16 training stimuli, 144 542 images were prepared as test stimuli. Each cat face was paired with the dog face that was most 543 similar to it size and overall color, as assessed subjectively by two raters. Two different sets oftest stimuli were produced. In the morph set, the pairs of a cat face and a dog face were 545 morphed using the program WinMorph 2.01. Morphing was correspondence-based: Between 546 80 and 100 marker points were used to establish correspondences between the pictures. The 547 marker points were placed on the contour of the face and around the eyes, nose and mouth 548 regions. The pictures were morphed progressively from 100% cat (0% dog) to 100% dog (0% 549 cat), generating nine different levels of morphed pictures (90% cat / 10% dog to 10% cat / 90% 550 dog, in 10% steps) to be used as test stimuli. In the cell-exchange set, the pictures were 551 fragmented into 100 equally sized square tiles, and tiles in equivalent locations were exchanged 552 between the paired cat and dog face images. The proportion of tiles exchanged was 553 progressively increased so as to generate nine different levels of intermediate pictures (from 554 90% cat / 10% dog to 10% cat / 90% dog at 10% steps), to be used as test stimuli. Samples of 555 these stimuli are shown in Figure 4 . 556 557
Procedure. 558
Apart from one pigeon, pretraining was not required as the birds had experience of a 559 previous discrimination task. Instead, they were given three sessions of recovery training, 560 using the same schedule as the start key training used in Experiment 1a, to confirm that they 561 could be immediately transferred to discrimination training. The naïve pigeon was pretrained 562 in the same ways as the naïve pigeons used in Experiment 1a. 563
Once pretraining and recovery training were complete, the pigeons were arbitrarily 564 divided into two groups of six. Half of the subjects were trained with cat faces as positive and 565 dog faces as negative stimuli (Cat+ group), and the contingencies were reversed for the otherhalf (Dog+ group). The discrimination was trained using a go/no-go discrimination procedure 567 as in Experiment 1a. Each session consisted of 80 trials, and was divided into five blocks of 16 568 trials containing 8 positive and 8 negative trials. The order of stimulus presentation was chosen 569 pseudorandomly by the computer program, and constrained so that no more than three positive 570 or negative stimuli were presented consecutively. Training sessions were normally given six 571 times in a week, one per day. The performance was assessed by the ρ statistic to the positive 572 stimuli (Herrnstein et al., 1976) , based on response rates during the first 10 s of stimulus 573 exposure in each trial, during which no reinforcement could occur. When the bird reached a ρ 574 value of 0.80 in three consecutive sessions, training was ended and generalization tests were 575 begun. 576
In generalization tests, the 144 test stimuli were each presented once in the course of 577 four test sessions; training stimuli were also presented. Each test session consisted of 80 trials 578 of which 44 used training stimuli and 36 used test stimuli. The test sessions started with 20 579 trials using training stimuli. In the succeeding 60 trials, 3 out of each 5 trials were test trials, 580 with the constraint that no more than two test trials occurred consecutively. Each of the four 581 test sessions contained equal numbers of stimuli using morph and cell exchange and so far as 582 possible equal numbers of the nine different levels of manipulation. The reinforcement 583 contingencies applied to test stimuli were those appropriate to the manipulation type 584 contributing the larger proportion of content: thus 60% cat / 40% dog test stimuli, and all those 585 with a higher cat content, were reinforced for the Cat+ group but not reinforced for the Dog+ 586 group. The reinforcement contingencies to test stimuli consisting of 50% cat / 50% dog were 587 randomly assigned with the constraint that half of them had positive contingencies. Betweenthe test sessions, additional training sessions were given until discrimination performance again 589 reached 0.80 or above as measured by the ρ statistic. 590
591
Results 592
All 12 pigeons attained the criterion, requiring between 5 and 9 training sessions. The 593 Dog+ group showed some tendency to reach criterion in fewer sessions than the Cat+ group, 594 but the difference was not significant according to a Mann-Whitney test on number of sessions 595 to criterion, U 6,6 = 7.5. 596 Table 2 shows mean response rates to training S+, training S-and intermediate forms 597 to morphs, and examination of Figure 5 shows that the origin of this effect was that, when 621 stimuli contained more S-than S+, pigeons responded more rapidly to cell-exchange stimuli 622 than they did to morph stimuli. 623
Considering our stimuli in terms of pixel-based image similarity contributes little to 624 the understanding of the results of this experiment. In pixel-by-pixel similarity terms, morphing 625 distorts our stimuli more rapidly than does cell exchange. From this, one might predict that 626 morphing would be more disruptive to the discrimination. In fact, the opposite effect was 627 found. 
Subjects. 640
Twelve students from the University of Exeter were recruited as subjects. Their 641 participations were rewarded either by 0.5 credits for their course requirement or the payment 642 of 2 GBP. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All the participants were 643 naïve to the present categorization task and none had participated in Experiment 1b. 644 645
Apparatus. 646
Participants were individually tested in a quiet testing room using a PC-compatible 647 laptop computer (PCG-505V, Sony). E-prime (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.), running 648 under the Windows 98 operating system, was used to control experimental events and record 649 participants" responses. The distance between the subject"s face and the monitor was 650 approximately 30 cm. 651 652
Stimuli. 653
The stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment 2a. The size of stimuli wasadjusted to 20.0 degree square, the same visual angle as used for pigeons in Experiment 2a. 655 656 Procedure. 657
The procedure was the same as that used in Experiment 1b. Participants were tested in 658 a single session of three blocks. Half of the subjects were allocated to press a key in the 659 presence of cat face images (Cat+), whereas the other half were assigned to press when dog face 660 images were presented (Dog+). The session started with a training block. The order of 661 stimulus presentation was chosen randomly, and constrained so that each training stimulus was 662 presented only once in every 16 trials. The training block continued for at least 16 trials, during 663 which all the training stimuli were exposed to the participant, and was then scheduled to 664 continue until either the participant had made 10 consecutive correct responses or 80 responses 665 in total. When performance reached criterion, the two test blocks were started after a short 666 break. 667
The procedure in the test blocks was the same as the training procedure except that no 668 feedback was given following the participant"s responses. Each test block consisted of 72 test 669 trials, during which only the test stimuli were shown. When the participant completed the first 670 test block, a further short break was given. The second test block was started following the 671 participant pressing the space key. The procedure for the second test block was the same as for 672 the first test block. When the participant had completed the other 72 trials, the session was 673 ended by the message "Thank you for your participation". 674
675
Results 676
Figure 5 (bottom) shows response probability to morph and cell-exchange stimuli. 677
The significance of differences in the probability dependent measure was tested by an ANOVA 678 with two within-subject variables (manipulation type and S+ proportion), and one 679 between-subject variable (Dog+ vs Cat+). Response probability decreased as the S+ 680 proportion within a picture declined (significant main effect of S+ proportion, F 8,80 = 214.37). 681
However, the decrement began at higher S+ proportions in morph pictures than in 682 cell-exchange pictures (significant interaction between manipulation and S+ proportion, F 8,80 = 683 3.14). There was also a significant interaction between manipulation type and group (F 1,10 = 684 8.85), although as this effect was not significantly modulated by proportion of S+ (i.e. no 685 significant S+ proportion x manipulation type x group interaction) it seems to be of little 686 consequence to the central questions addressed by this study. No other main effect or interaction 687 was significant (Fs < 2.39). 688 689 Discussion 690
The overall effects of morphing and cell exchange were similar to those in pigeons. 691
Response probability decreased progressively as the proportion S+ within a picture fell. 692
However, significant differences in the pattern of degradation of discrimination were found for 693 morphing and cell exchange. 694
Superficially this result is consistent with the pattern found in pigeons in Experiment 695 2b, but comparison between pigeon and human performance in Figure 5 shows that the two 696 results are in fact contradictory. The pigeons" high response rates to cell-exchange stimuli 697 occurred to stimuli with a high proportion of S-, and therefore represents poor discrimination,whereas the humans" high response probability occurred to stimuli with a high proportion of S+ 699 and thus represents sustained discrimination. To put it another way, under cell exchange but not 700 under morphing, the pigeons generalized their responding even to stimuli that contained a very 701 low proportion of S+ material. Humans showed no such tendency. 702
The human data are what one might expect from pixel-based image similarity -703 morphing degrades this similarity more rapidly than cell exchange, and humans response to the 704 S+ reduces more rapidly for morphing than for cell exchange. As noted earlier, the pigeon data 705 with these manipulations cannot be predicted in this way. This contrasts with the conclusion 706 drawn about pixel-based image similarity in Experiment 1, where pigeon, but not human, 707 generalization performance could be accounted for with this metric. 708
709

General Discussion 710
In this study, pigeons and humans were tested to investigate the effects of four types of 711 image manipulations -mosaicization, scrambling, morphing, and cell exchange. In Experiment 712 1 we degraded positive and negative stimuli by mosaicization (a fairly pure low-pass spatial 713 frequency filter) or by scrambling (a high-pass spatial frequency filter, but contaminated by 714 induced broad spectrum noise). The results of the mosaicization and scrambling manipulations 715 suggested that, for both humans and pigeons, both high and low spatial frequency information 716 were sufficient but not necessary to maintain the discrimination. This result is consistent with the idea that pigeons" generalization performance is relatively 725 more under the control of high spatial frequency information than is that of humans. 726
Hence, whilst Experiment 1 suggests that both high and low spatial frequency 727 information can be sufficient to maintain discrimination in both species, Experiment 2 suggests 728 that high-spatial frequency information has greater control over responding in pigeons than in 729 humans. Such a conclusion is consistent with the view that there are quite general species 730 differences in visual processing. For example, Cavoto and Cook (2001) , argued that pigeon 731 visual processing of hierarchical stimuli is more dependent on local than global features, 732 whereas Navon (1977), using similar hierarchical stimuli, argued for configural feature 733 dominance in humans. 734
In terms of pixel-based image similarity (as measured by cross-correlation analyses), 735 our cell exchange manipulation distorted the images more than our morphing manipulation, and 736 our scrambling manipulation distorted the images more than our mosaicization manipulation. 737
These differences did not, however, have any consistent relationship to performance in either 738 species. Other forms of image analysis (in addition to the spatial frequency and pixel-based 739 similarity analyses we have performed) might have provided further insights in the behavior of 740 our participants, but this remains an issue for future research. 741
Inevitably, the procedures for humans and pigeons were not identical, and even if theywere, there would be no way of knowing that their impacts on the two species were identical. 743
However, since the purpose of the experiments was to examine the relative rather than the 744 absolute impacts of different stimulus manipulations, it is not obvious how the residual 745 procedural differences could have produced the results we observed. The procedures used here 746 were similar to those used in successful pigeon/human comparisons, e.g. Spetch stimuli during the test sessions for each subject. In these figures, the greater the difference 886 of response rates or response probability between S+ and S-, the better the discrimination. 887
Error bars are the 95% confidence intervals for this repeated measures design. 888 
